
Assignment 3 

Consider a typical satellite navigation application consisting with gps radio, user interface, 

routing and navigation, voice directions, etc.  

 

The GPS device has several states: 

- init (cold signal aquisition) - takes up to 2 minutes to return a position 

- tracking - its has the current position and provides it every second 

- hot signal reaquisition (when signal was lost during tracking) - searches for satellites' signal 

10Hz and takes a couple of seconds. 

 

The user interface works with an accepted lag of 1/4 of a second, and relies on a set of buttons to 

perfom the following actions: 

- button 1 allows the user to select the current map, 

- button 2 requests a new destination and starts a  new routing process 

- button 3 toggles the navigation mode on, using the last computed route 

- button 4 toggles the voice directions on/off 

- button 5 cancels a previous action (i.e., map selection, routing). 

 

The routing process takes the current GPS position as starting point and computes the route to the 

new destination. Route calculation may take several seconds and can be canceled from the main 

interface. 

 

In navigation mode, the application fetches the current GPS position and displays a small part of 

the map related to the current route. When no route is available (routing canceled) the navigation 

mode displays just the current position on the map. Although the GPS provides the current 

position every second, using the inertial principle the display is updated with 10fps. The voice 

directions work only in navigation mode when a route is defined. 

 

Requirements: 

a. Implement the skeleton of the application using several TDL modules.  

b. Provided that all tasks have a wcet proportional to their period (i.e. wcetτ = k% * periodτ), 

compute the factor kEDF, so that the application is schedulable with EDF, respectively kRM for 

RM. Create a diagram for the task scheduling with the corresponding k for EDF and RM. 

c. Using the previously determined kRM and kEDF, compute the bandwidth requirements for a 

distributed configuration where the first node contains the gps module, and the second node 

contains the navigation and all other possible modules. For the same k, does the bandwidth 

requirement depend on the scheduling algorithm used for scheduling the tasks? Can you find a 

feasible bus schedule for a k < min(kRM , kEDF)? 


